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ABSTRACT .

For many. years most colleges of education. and the
majority of school systems have-held the belief that the preparation

\Of teachers has been the responsibility of teachers colleges.
Howevef, we, can no longer afford the belief that it is the sole.,
prerogative of tee Iniviarsity.to prepare teachers. Both universities
and schools must see each other as teacher educators. One approach to
assuming this new role and responsibility for the'Aucation of
teachers will be through the development of a. consortium approach.
-Among the most significant aspects of the philosophical basis for a
ltonsortium approach are the following: (a) wity through shared
decision making in regard to the development and implementation of
teacher education prbgrams; (b) total integration Of campus and field
experiences in teacher education; (c) integration of teacher
education progTams at the preservice and inservice level; and (d)
Jointly appointed leadership through a coordinator who serves as a
Catalyst between, the partners in the consortium. (PB)
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C:) For many years it haPteen generally believed that the preparation of

teachers has been the responsibility of the teachers colleges. This 'belief
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has been held in common by.most_all 'colleges of education plus the majority

of the public and private school systems in this country. The university

has envisioned itselfas a place.of educational expertise, as a center of

research and, above all, as an island of quiet reflectiott above and beyond

the storms of the 'real world., Any attempts to alter this viewpoint has in

general been a threat to higher education and all forces available have been -

mustered to-see that the "status quo" ii maintained.

'On the other hand, the school systems have in reaard ito the preservice

preparation of teachers done little more than provide spaces and supervising

teachers with whichthe student of teaching can interactAn a hopefully

productive manner. Nor-have the schools, for the most part, made any great-
:.

--strides in the continuing education ofheir employeei through programs of

staff deVelopment and inseryice. This area of teacheeeducation was also
,

.

. .,, ,generaly, left to the university through workshops and graduate: courses.

4:'; Atketi has come when we can noltager afford the idea that it is the
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:". sole pre Aga ve o university to prepare teachers, bah from a pre-
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., sev3.ctand-iiise ce point of view. Arso, the idea that the schools must
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siMplecept, bdth the new teacher produced-by thwuniversity or the re-'..
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..9 usdilled teacher who takes graduate courses or attends a university sponsored

need to be 'evaluated. Both must expand their viewpoints and
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see each.other as teacher educators% Along with this new viewpoint will come'

an increased responsibility which they will need to share jointly if they are

to be successful as teacher educators whose role starts possibly before the

freshman year of college and is then continuous throughout the career of the

student of teaching.
. ,

*

One. approach .to assuming this new role and responsibility for the,educa-

mtion of teachers will be through the development of a consortium aplioacb

in which two or more agencies (i.e. school system, university, or even a non-
.

educat'ional agency) enter into a mutually acceptable arrangement for the

preparation of teachers. These consortiums can be either a free consortium

in which the partners willing enter into a relationship or a political/

legislative consortium in which the partnership has been mandated or pre-_

scribed and in that sense is a forced consortium. Regardless of the type of

consortium certain philosophical basis will be brought into play.

Among the most significant philosophical basis for a consortium approach
04

are the following aspects:

1. Parity through shared decision making in regard to the de'velop-.

ment and implementation of teacher education programs.

2. 2Total integration of campus14d field experiences in teacher

education.

3. ,The integration of teacher education programs at the preservice

level and at the staff development level of continuing education.

/ 4. Jointly appointed leadership through a coordinator who serves as

4
a catalyst between the partners in the consortium.

Parity will often be the most difficult aspect of a consortium to achieve

in that there is always the tendency to see ourselves, either as individuals
=
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or as organizations, as central and everything else as peripheral. Until

parity can be achieved and all partners in a consortium are operating

within mutually acceptable parameters, there is little chance of success

fdraconsortium to,exist.

To totally, taegrate the campus. and field experiences related to

. teacher education will require that the tasks and sub-tasks related to

teaching in the real world be analyzed and then systematically synthesized

/

into a logical and comprehensive program of experiences. This program

mokhg along a continium from the simple to the complex. It will then be

througitra sequencing of the theoretical model of the teaching act that

on-camptib-classroom experiences can be reinforced through appropriate

field -based experiences. If.auccessfully done, theory and practice will.

be well ea its Wel to becoming integral entity.

Thi4bility to integrate the pre-service and the continuing education ,

AA.

aspects of teacher education will to a large degree hinge on the success

of the tOb previous factors. Those being parity and the total integration.

on camphs and field -based experiences. Parity will need to be achieved in

order that bee half of the consortium complex will not a temPt to control

the total-ifitegration of pre7service and continuing educat They will

need'to see 4keh of the members in the consortium as equal partners who

have varying amounts of the total teacher education package to share with

the others. Tilt integration of teacher education from pre-servide through

the various level* of the continuing education spectrum will be directly
r

related to our aality to integrate campus and field'experiences. Failing

to do that, I see little hope that the entire leacher education program can

:-.ever be integrated.
re.
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Finally, the theoretical model of a successful teacher preparatioq

consortium must have leadership which can be viewed as neither town nor

gown. In shbrt, this ikaividual-must be jointly appointed by all members

of the consortium and must serve the interests of all consortium members by

serving as a catal9st between what will often be two very different points

of view about what constitutes the nature of teacher education.. It will

be through this individual's interpersonal dynamics that parity will or

will not exist and ultimately the consortium itself.
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